
STUDENT NAME: _________________DUE DATE: _______GRADE (P/F):____(23 points to pass)  

Vocational Project: 9
th

 Grade “Career” Paper 
Your paper explains what kind of career you would like to pursue after school. 
 

How does your passion relate to your career?  
How does your God-given talents/gifts relate to your 

career? What kind of education will you need to pursue?  
Why do you think you would enjoy this career?  
What you learned from your career professional interview 

 

 

  CATEGORY  4 3 2   1 0  
             

 Interview  Completed the career Completed the career Completed ¾ of the Competed half of the Less than half of the  
 (2x points)  professional interview professional interview career professional career professional interview is  
     page with complete page. interview page. interview page. completed  

     sentences.        

             

 Quality of Information  Information clearly Information clearly Information clearly Information has little or Paper is off topic or  
   (2x points)  relates to the main topic. relates to the main topic. relates to the main topic. nothing to do with the not of good quality,  

     It includes several It provides 1-2 No details and/or main topic; guiding does not address the  

     supporting details and/or supporting details and/or examples are given, questions are mentioned guiding questions.  
     examples, answering the examples and partially attempts to answer and hinted at, but not   

     guiding questions fully. answers the guiding guiding questions, but answered.   

      questions. incomplete and    
       unsatisfactory.    
             

 Paragraph  All paragraphs include All paragraphs include Paragraphs included Paragraphing structure Paragraph structure  
 Construction  introductory sentence, introductory sentence, related information but was not clear and is incomplete or  
     explanations or details, explanations or details, were typically not sentences were not non-existent.  

     and concluding and concluding constructed well. typically related within   

     sentence; varied sentence.    the paragraphs.   

     sentence structure and        
     carries the author’s        

     voice.        
             

 Mechanics  Almost no grammatical Some grammatical Grammatical issues that Many grammatical Severe grammatical  
     issues, adheres to essay issues, but overall does detract from the essay, issues, severely limiting issues, preventing  

     guidelines below. not detract from the meets most of the essay the impact of the essay, comprehension of  

      essay, meets essay guidelines below. contains some the essay, does not  
      guidelines below.    components of the essay meet the essay  

          guidelines below. guidelines listed  

           below.  

             
 Diagrams &  Diagrams and Diagrams and Diagrams and Diagrams and No diagrams or  
 Illustrations  illustrations are illustrations are accurate illustrations are neat and illustrations are not illustrations  
     incorporated into the and add to the reader's accurate and sometimes accurate OR do not add   

     essay, accurate and add understanding of the add to the reader's to the reader's   

     to the reader's topic. understanding of the understanding of the   

     understanding of the  topic. topic.   
     topic.        

             
 Sources  All sources (information All sources (information All sources (information Sources listed, but none No citations  
     and graphics) are and graphics) are and graphics) are are cited using the   

     accurately documented documented, but a few documents, but most are desired format.   

     in MLA format. are not in the desired not in the desired    

      format. format.    

             
 On Time  Turned in on due date     1 days late More than 1 days  
           late  

 (36 points total)          
             

Paper:          
   500 words      12 pt Font   
   

Typed in Times New Roman or Arial 

  

Double Spaced with 
1” margins 

  

       

Comments:           


